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Abstract—Understanding the implications in smartphone usage and
the power breakdown among hardware components has led to various
energy-efficient designs for mobile systems. While energy consumption
has been extensively explored, one critical dimension is often overlooked
- unperceived activities that could steal a significant amount of energy
behind users’ back potentially. In this paper, we conduct the first
exploration of unperceived activities in mobile systems. Specifically,
we design a series of experiments to reveal, characterize, and analyze
unperceived activities invoked by popular resident applications when an
Android smartphone is left unused. We draw possible solutions inspired
by the exploration and demonstrate that even an immediate remedy can
mitigate energy dissipation to some extent.

Index Terms—Energy dissipation, unperceived activities, mobile sys-
tems

I. I NTRODUCTION

The personal computing landscape is undergoing a massive tran-
sition from stationary desktops to mobile devices. Naturally, users
would expect thoseresident applications, such as instant messag-
ing (e.g., Line) and social networking (e.g., Facebook), tobehave
consistently as on desktops. To preserve the applications’semantics,
mobile devices, while staying in the standby mode, remain connected
to the Internet through their Wi-Fi or 3G network interfaces. This
connected standby state, where the screen is off while the network
remains on, can deplete a smartphone’s battery quickly evenif it is
left unused [14]. Intuitively, there must be someunperceived activities
that steal energy bit by bit behind users’ back silently, without
improving their user experience. Understanding such unperceived
activities and their impact on energy dissipation will leadto better
power management and application designs for mobile systems.

Energy consumption has been a popular area of research in
embedded and mobile systems for many years. Most of prior studies
tried to understandhow much energy is consumed by which compo-
nentsfrom the perspectives of user behavior [3, 10, 11], application
functionalities [7, 12, 15], and/or hardware resources [1,2, 16]. In
particular, many studies aimed to characterize the power consumption
of different hardware components through direct measurements to
build their power models [2, 10, 16]. As different applications may
require diverse combinations of hardware resources, some studies
developed profiling tools to analyze the resource usage of one
single application [12] or some individual functionalities [7, 15].
Because user behavior drives application execution, whichdetermines
the energy consumption, some studies were conducted based on
mobile users’ daily activity. The analytic results indicated that the
screen and the CPU consume most of the energy when users are
interacting with their devices and, therefore, are good targets for
power optimization [10, 11]. Understanding which components kill
the battery has facilitated the empirical design of variousenergy-
efficient schemes, such as those for CPU scheduling [13] and OLED

display [6].
Existing energy-efficient schemes, e.g., [6, 13], were intended

mainly for mobile systems in theinteractive state. On average,
however, a smartphone is in the standby mode for 89% of the
time and accounts for 46.3% of the total energy consumption for
a typical daily usage [11]. Recently,how energy is stolen behind
users’ backhas attracted research attention. To prolong the standby
time of smartphones, a mobile system normally turns off hardware
components aggressively unless the component is explicitly requested
by some app. This new programming paradigm gives rise tono-
sleep bugs[8], which will keep smartphones awake. Motivated by the
observation, diagnostic tools were developed to automatically detect
no-sleep bugs in immature apps at compile time [8] and runtime [4],
respectively. Apart from no-sleep bugs, email sync, which will cause
normal background activities, can also shorten the standbytime
of a smartphone by 40% due to the long 3Gtail time [14]. To
reduce the energy spent on the 3G tail, a fast dormancy scheme
was proposed to force the 3G interface to sleep adaptively according
to email arrival patterns. Moreover, based on large packet traces
collected from a commercial cellular carrier, it has been observed
thatperiodic transfers, where a mobile device periodically exchanges
some data with a remote server, account for only a small portion of
the overall network traffic but contribute significantly to the total
radio energy consumption [9]. While some attention has focused on
finding solutions, e.g., [4, 8, 14], the major sources of unperceived
activities remain to be identified and their individual impact on energy
dissipation has yet to be studied.

Much of previous research focused on how energy isusedwith
respect to user behavior, application functionalities, and/or hardware
resources. However, there has been comparatively little research on
how energy iswasted. In contrast to individual studies on a specific
cause, such as no-sleep bugs or periodic transfers, this paper takes
the first comprehensive steps towards understanding unperceived
activities that drain the energy of smartphones in connected standby.
To this end, we design and conduct a series of experiments based on a
popular Android smartphone with three most frequently-used mobile
apps under two different networks, i.e., Wi-Fi and 3G. First, to unveil
unperceived activities’ patterns, we employ multiple profiling tools
to collect real traces in Android and use a power monitor to measure
the smartphone’s transient power. Then, we dig into the collected
activity and power traces to characterize unperceived activities and
identify their major sources. Next, we analyze the activities to obtain
their occurrence breakdown and energy breakdown in respectof
our classification, as well as draw some implications. Finally, based
on the implications, we discuss potential solutions to thisenergy-
stealing problem. We have also implemented an immediate remedy
that can reduce the stolen energy by up to 35% and 13% under Wi-Fi



and 3G networks, respectively. The results in this exploration could
inspire system developers to elaborate sophisticated designs in power
management on mobile systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. SectionII
provides some background information and a motivational study. In
Section III, we present a detailed exploration of unperceived activi-
ties. We discuss potential solutions and an exemplary implementation
in Section IV. Section V contains our concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Power Management on Mobile Systems

Energy is certainly the most critical resource of mobile devices.
To preserve this limited resource, mobile systems have resorted to a
paradigm shift in power management. The philosophy is to have every
hardware component, such as the CPU and screen, turned off orkept
in a low-power dormant mode by default, unless some app explicitly
requests the mobile system to keep the component on. To realize
this aggressive sleeping philosophy, mobile systems normally provide
specific mechanisms for apps to express their intention to continue
using a certain component. In the Android system, which we target
in this exploration, a mechanism calledwakelock is provided for
power management [8]. The mechanism enables the android system
to transit between three states, namely,awake, notification, andsleep.
For example, if afull wake lock is acquired by any apps, the system
will remain awake and keep a set of components, including theCPU,
on. After the system has been idle for a period of time, it willtransit
to the notification state and turn off some components (e.g.,backlight)
registered asearly-suspendcomponents. Finally, the system will turn
off the CPU and go into sleep immediately once all (full orpartial)
wake locks are released. The power required to keep the system
in the awake or notification state is much larger than in the sleep
state. Based on our measurements, the power required by a Samsung
Galaxy S3 to stay awake for idling is about 800–1000 mW, whereas
it consumes only 17–30 mW during sleeping.

Most mobile apps rely on wireless connectivity, often via a Wi-
Fi or 3G network adapter. To save power by turning off the Wi-
Fi interface whenever possible, nearly all commercial smartphones
implement thepower save mode(PSM) as the default management
scheme. Under PSM, a smartphone will turn off its Wi-Fi interface
after a short idle period on completion of the transmission,and turn
on the interface, which will remain in the high power state, again
when it has packets to send or receive. However, the Wi-Fi interface
must still be activated frequently to performidle listening [17]
for packet detection or carrier sensing. Similarly, to achieve power
efficiency, a 3G interface transits between four states withdifferent
power consumption by adhering to theradio resource control(RRC)
protocol. However, a 3G interface does not switch from the high to
the low power state immediately after each transmission; instead, it
waits for a long period to alleviate the switching overhead at a cost
of extra tail energy [1], in case new transmission will occur before
long. Typically, compared to a Wi-Fi interface that consumes more
energy for idle listening, a 3G interface consumes more energy per
bit for data transmission and requires an extra amount of tail energy
after each transmission.

B. A Motivational Study

Even though mobile systems have employed various power man-
agement schemes in accordance with the aggressive sleepingphiloso-
phy. Users may all have similar experience that the energy ofbatteries
drain quickly even if smartphones are laid aside. To have some
sense of how serious the energy-stealing problem is, we conducted

a preliminary experiment under two scenarios. The first scenario
was conducted with a Samsung Galaxy S3 recovered to its factory
settings. In the second scenario, three popular apps, namely LINE
(instant messaging), Facebook (social networking), and Chrome (web
browsing), were installed on the same smartphone. For both scenarios,
we left the smartphone unused for 30 minutes with the screen turned
off and the Wi-Fi adapter turned on. During the 30 minutes, no
perceivable activities occurred to attract our attention.Note that Wi-
Fi does not dissipate a non-negligible amount of tail energyafter
each transmission; moreover, the apps were developed by professional
programmers and thus not supposed to contain no-sleep bugs due to
the misuse of wakelock. The energy consumption under each scenario
was measured by a power monitor of Monsoon Solutions. As shown
in Figure 1, the energy consumption under the two scenarios is 70
joules and 138 joules, respectively. In other words, with these three
common apps installed, the standby time of the Samsung Galaxy S3
was shortened by one half. The more apps installed, the more energy
that could be stolen behind users’ back potentially.
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Fig. 1. Energy consumption of a smartphone under two idle scenarios

Intuitively, there must be someunperceived activitiesthat steal
energy in a silent manner. However, there has been comparatively
little research aiming at such activities directly. This observation
motivates us to conduct a detailed exploration into unperceived
activities on mobile systems. In particular, we conducted aseries
of experiments to 1) unveil how they deplete a smartphone battery
silently, 2) characterize them in terms of their functionalities, as
well as 3) analyze their distribution and energy breakdown.This
exploration allows us to identify the activities that stealthe most
energy in different networks and draw other insights, whichwould be
useful for system developers and application programmers to reduce
those unperceived activities that consume energy without improving
user experience.

III. A N EXPLORATION INTO UNPERCEIVEDACTIVITIES

A. Unveiling Unperceived Activities

1) Definition: In this work, an unperceived activity is defined
as a process invoked to run momentarily, without using any user-
perceivable hardware components (including the screen, speaker, and
vibrator) to attract the user’s attention, when a smartphone is left
unused. In other words, users are not aware that unperceivedactivities
are taking place just in front of their eyes.

2) Observation Methodology:We explored unperceived activi-
ties systematically on the Samsung Galaxy S3, one of the most
popular Android smartphones when this study was conducted.The
specifications of the related hardware and software are detailed in
Table I. As indicted in recent survey reports, instant messaging, social
networking, and web browsing are three most frequently-used mobile



TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OFSAMSUNG GALAXY S3

Hardware
Processor Samsung Exynos (Cortex-A9) 1.4GHz
Memory RAM: 1 GB
Screen AMOLED 720× 1280 pixels 4.8 inches
3G Network HSDPA 850/900/1900/2100
Data Network Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n
Storage Flash: 32GB
Battery Li-Ion 2100 mAh

Software
OS Android 4.1.2

Linux Kernel 3.0.31

applications. Accordingly, we chose three representativemobile apps,
namely LINE, Facebook, and Chrome, for investigation. To reduce
the potential influence of other apps, the smartphone was recovered to
its factory settings before each experiment. We installed and launched
an investigated app at a time. Then, we put it into the background and
turned off the screen. After the smartphone entered the sleep mode,
we started to measure the smartphone’s transient power and energy
consumption via a power monitor produced by Monsoon Solutions
for 30 minutes, because a period of 30 minutes was sufficient to
observe the patterns of unperceived activities. An experiment was
deemed invalid and restarted if any hardware that can attract user
attention was activated during the idle session. The experiments were
conducted respectively over Wi-Fi and 3G networks to investigate the
influence of different types of networks on unperceived activities.
Moreover, the energy consumption of the smartphone withoutthe
investigated apps installed was also measured for comparison. The
results reported are the average values of 5 independent experiment
measurements.

To gain further insights into unperceived activities, we employed
a set of tools to collect real traces from the smartphone so that more
decisive factors that waste energy could be explored. In particular,
two native loggers, namedkmsgandsyslog, which reside respectively
in the Linux kernel and the Android framework were used. The
former can capture the activities triggered by the firmware,e.g.,
device drivers, while the latter was responsible to record the activities
caused by software, e.g., system programs and mobile apps. For
network activities, we usedtcpdump, a common packet analyzer, to
monitor the data traffic transmitted or received over Wi-Fi and 3G
networks. Moreover, a diagnostic tool calledtraceroutewas used to
identify whether a packet was intended for an associated sever of the
investigated app, and the packets were visualized withWireShark
to facilitate observation. With regard to storage activities, inotify,
an application programming interface, was utilized to intercept the
read/write requests of each investigated app.
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Fig. 2. Energy consumption in various idle scenarios

3) Impact on Energy Consumption:Figure 2 shows the energy
consumption of the smartphone during a 30-minute idle session
in various scenarios. The label “Wi-Fi w/ UA” denotes that the
corresponding app was executed under the Wi-Fi network, while “Wi-
Fi w/o UA” represents that the app was not launched. The same
labeling rule is applied to the 3G scenarios. Clearly, the energy
consumed by unperceived activities in most scenarios accounts for
a significant amount of the idle energy consumption. Moreover, the
energy wasted in all scenarios are much more under the 3G network
than under the Wi-Fi network. The result shows that, unperceived
activities can lead to a dramatic increase of 164% of the idleenergy
when Facebook was launched under the 3G network, compared with
the same setting where Facebook was not launched. There is atleast a
13% increase when Chrome was launched under the Wi-Fi network.
Based on the numerical results, we draw a reasonable inference that
a large number of unperceived activities might exist and they could
lead to a more significant waste of energy than expected.
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Fig. 3. A six-minute fragment of a power trace

To better understand how the energy is stolen, we picked a 6-
minute fragment of a power trace, as shown in Figure 3, to present
the smartphone’s transient power during an idle session. Obviously,
the increased energy consumption in Figure 2 primarily results from
thosepower pulses. Even if the power pulses only remain for a short
time and look sparse, they contribute significantly to the idle energy
consumption, because the transient power incurred by unperceived
activities is much higher than the idle power. The idle poweris
approximately 40 mW; however, a power pulse is often higher than
1000 mW and sometimes up to 2000 mW. This experiment result
evidences the existence of unperceived activities, and they could drain
the energy quickly in a silent manner.

B. Characterizing Unperceived Activities

1) Classification: Next, we dig into the collected traces to char-
acterize unperceived activities and identify the major sources. Note
that, to find out common activities among the investigated apps
so that the findings could be applicable to other resident apps as
well, the adopted classification should be application-independent.
We observed that the power pulses, such as those in Figure 3,
have a strong relationship withsystem interrupts, which can be
roughly classified into two categories. The first category, called
active activities, serves the requests registered by system libraries
so as to wake up the smartphone to perform specific tasks. Such
interrupts originate from system libraries and are triggered by the
applications running on the smartphone actively. In contrast, the other
category, calledpassive activities, is initiated by external facilities
e.g., the access point or base station, rather than the smartphone itself.
Passive activities are mainly generated by network interfaces so as
to facilitate wireless communications. In the following, we classify
the active and passive activities observed in the traces according to
their functionalities.



2) Active Activities: When a smartphone stays in connected
standby, the mobile system is frequently (and often regularly) awak-
ened to maintain network connections. In particular, if theawakening
involves polling data from a remote server or pushing some collected
information back, network probing is a must before data synchroniza-
tion. Apart from those network-related activities, the mobile system
is also periodically or occasionally awakened to handle various tasks
and routines that apps register via AlarmManager in the Android
framework.

• Network Probing (A1): This type of activity occurs because
mobile apps which connects to the Internet rely on a suite
of network protocols (especially ICMP, ARP, and DNS) to
probe and acquire some information of the current network
environment (e.g., resolving network addresses).

• Connection Maintenance (A2):Such activities take place when
acknowledgment messages are exchanged between a mobile
device and its access point or base station in order to maintain
network connections. Typical examples are the TCP and SSL
messages used to maintain a stateful connection whose states
are affected by the previous connection.

• Data Synchronization (A3):Unlike the previous two types, this
activity type happens due to data synchronization, which allows
a mobile device to establish data consistency with a remote
storage system. Such activities are often presented with a burst
of data transmissions (usually more than 10 packets).

• Local Tasks and Routines (A4): The remaining activities,
which do not cause data communications via network interfaces,
result mainly from various application requests for specific local
tasks or routines, such as system information logging, battery
checking, and location positioning.

3) Passive Activities:As a smartphone stays in a network, it will
be awakened passively to interpret the messages and packetscoming
from the external environment. For example, the smartphonehas to
reply to a packet issued by another device for network probing. Apart
from that, if there exists a stateful connection between thesmartphone
and a remote server, the server may take the initiative in sending
data intended for the smartphone via some notification mechanism.
Moreover, if the smartphone sends a message, it may expect toreceive
a response from the server or another device. There are also avariety
of other sporadic activities that wake up the smartphone vianetwork
interfaces.

• Network Probing (P1): Similar to the first type of active
activity, this type of passive activity occurs for the purpose
of network probing. The difference is that the passive ones
are initiated from the external environment; in other words,
the smartphone is forcibly awakened to handle or interpret the
packets generated by other devices.

• Notification (P2): Such activities may happen when a remote
server actively pushes data to the smartphone to realize some
notification mechanisms like GCM, which is a push notification
service provided by Google for Android devices.

• Response (P3):Such an activity occurs when a response (e.g.,
an acknowledge message) under some network handshaking
mechanism (e.g., TCP) returns later than expected; as a result,
the smartphone has entered the sleep mode. Such activities often
requires larger power consumption and extra switching energy
than other activities.

• Others (P4): The remaining activities, which awaken the
smartphone unexpectedly via network interfaces but not system
libraries, are categorized into this type.

C. Analyzing Unperceived Activities

1) Metrics: After classifying the major sources of unperceived
activities, we conduct statistical analysis from different perspectives
to gain further insights. We analyze the average numbers, aswell as
the detailedoccurrence breakdown, of active and passive activities
per 30 minutes under different networks with various apps. This
experiment helps us understand the distribution of different types of
activities and how they behave in different networks. Similarly, we
investigate the average energy consumption, as well as the detailed
energy breakdown. The experiment allows us to find out how much
energy unperceived activities steal and which types of activities are
“principal culprits”.
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Fig. 4. Average numbers of activities per 30 minutes under different networks
with various apps

2) Occurrence Breakdown:Figure 4 shows the total number of
unperceived activities originated with each app under a Wi-Fi or 3G
network. At a first glance, the network type does not have a significant
impact on the total number of activities. However, the number of
active activities is much larger under the Wi-Fi network than under
the 3G network. Active activities account for 70% to 95% of the
total activities, depending on the investigated app, underthe Wi-Fi
network. Just the opposite is true under the 3G network; passive
activities accounts for 50% to 60% depending on the investigated
app.
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Fig. 5. Occurrence breakdown of unperceived activities under different
networks with various apps



To figure out the cause, we further examine the occurrence
breakdown of different types of activities, as shown in Figure 5,
where the labels Ai and Pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the eight activity
types listed in Section III-B. We observe a few differences between
the two networks. As far as passive activities are considered, the
numbers of notification (P2) and response (P3) activities increase
substantially under the 3G network. The reason for this interesting
phenomenon is that 3G networks are often more unstable than Wi-Fi
networks and network packets are more likely to be retransmitted or
delayed. This, in turn, leads to more passive activities to awaken the
smartphone. Moreover, with regard to active activities, the numbers
of activities for network probing (A1), connection maintenance (A2),
and data synchronization (A3) decrease greatly under the 3Gnetwork.
Note that they are all network-related activities. We draw some
reasonable inferences from the experiment results: 1) someresident
apps may autonomously adjust the trigger frequency of network-
related activities according to network status; and 2) the number of
passive activities can dramatically increase under a 3G network due
to network instability.
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Fig. 6. Average energy consumption per 30 minutes under different networks
with various apps

3) Energy Breakdown:Figure 6 shows the energy consumption
incurred by unperceived activities under a Wi-Fi or 3G network
with various apps, where the label “Baseline” denotes the energy
not consumed for unperceived activities. As shown in the figures, the
energy consumed by unperceived activities accounts for 20%to 33%
of the total energy consumption under the Wi-Fi network, andthe
ratios increase to between 58% and 68% under the 3G network. The
result indicates that unperceived activities can consume asignificant
amount of energy, especially under a 3G network.

For more in-depth analysis, we further examine the energy break-
down of different types of activities, as shown in Figure 7. Under the
Wi-Fi network, the energy is consumed mainly by active activities,
especially data synchronization (A3) and local tasks and routines
(A4). In contrast, under the 3G network, the energy consumption
is dominated by passive activities, like notification (P2) and response
(P3), due to network instability. In addition, passive activities for
network probing also consume a significant amount of energy un-
der the 3G network. The reason behind the phenomenon is that
the smartphone is awakened frequently by network probing from
external devices in the same 3G network via a broadcast mechanism.
In general, the energy breakdown of unperceived activitieshas a
distribution similar to that of the occurrence breakdown shown in
Figure 5. We draw some useful observations from the experiment
results: 1) the energy consumption is proportional to the number of
activities and network-related activities dissipate mostof the energy,
2) active activities usually consume most (approx. 78%-87%) of
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Fig. 7. Energy breakdown of unperceived activities under different networks
with various apps

the activity-induced energy under a Wi-Fi network, while passive
activities contribute most (approx. 74%-76%) of the energyunder a
3G network.

IV. SOLUTIONS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

A. Potential Solutions

Unperceived activities consume a significant amount of energy. To
alleviate unnecessary energy dissipation, we discuss two potential
solutions inspired by the observations and implications wedraw in
the previous section for active and passive activities respectively.

Wake-up Alignment: Active activities may awaken a smartphone
regularly and/or frequently, thus resulting in a considerable number
of power pulses. With more apps installed, the smartphone would
be waked up more frequently by unperceived activities originating
from various apps. Thus, a straightforward way to reduce energy
dissipation is to prevent the smartphone from being waked up
frequently by not granting wake locks all the time. Instead,some
activeactivities within a small time interval are aligned into thesame
group, so calledwake-up alignmentor timer alignment[5], when
the smartphone is left unused. As a consequence, some unperceived
activities that originally awaken the smartphone individually will be
handled by the mobile system together. This solution is expected to be
more effective under Wi-Fi networks, where active activities usually
dominate unperceived activities.

Server-side Throttling: Passive activities may grow dramatically
under a 3G network due to network instability. Most of the ac-
tivities, such as those for notification or response, are initiated by
external devices or servers, instead of the smartphone itself. Thus,
one sensible solution, calledserver-side throttling, is to enable the
server to adjust the frequencies of network probing or pushing data
to smartphones adaptively according to their network conditions.
Normally, the number of passive activities will decrease asthe
number of interrupts coming from the outside environment isreduced.
Furthermore, applying the solution to smartphones might also be
helpful to themselves and the entire network.



B. An Exemplary Implementation

Since the server-side throttling is dependent on how the server
interacts with mobile devices and can not be realized in mobile
systems, we implemented one solution, namely wake-up alignment,
discussed above as an exemplary remedy to reduce the energy stolen
by active activities. To this end, we modified a kernel modulethat
takes charge of the real-time clock (RTC) so that the activation timing
of unperceived activities can be rearranged. In addition, we exploited
a library, called AlarmManager, which is responsible for collecting
and managing activity-related information in the Android framework.
With the support of the modified RTC module and the AlarmManager
library, we aligned the active activities in each fixed time interval
strategically and allowed the smartphone to be woken up onlyat
specific time instants.
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption under various wake-up alignmentsettings

To evaluate the efficacy of the simple remedy, we conducted a
set of experiments based on the Samsung Galaxy S3 smartphone
with the three investigated apps, i.e., Chrome, LINE, and Facebook,
installed simultaneously. In the experiments, the awakingperiod of
the smartphone was configured via the modified RTC module and set
at 60, 300, or 600 seconds. Note that, with fixed self-awakingperiods,
the smartphone will not lose any data/messages initiated from the
external for the apps. The experiments were conducted underWi-
Fi and 3G networks respectively. Figure 8 shows the energy con-
sumption of the smartphone when it was configured with a specific
setting and left unused for a 30-minute idle session, where the energy
consumed by the smartphone with its default setting was measured
for comparison. As shown in Figure 8(a), the energy consumption
decreases significantly (up to 35%) and then becomes saturated when
the awaking period increases under the Wi-Fi network. The decrease
is as expected because multiple active activities are aligned to be
handled by the smartphone at the same awaking time. However,
the energy reduction becomes saturated when the awaking period is
configured as 300 seconds, and the reduction is negligible when the
period is between 300 and 600 seconds. The reason for this interesting
phenomenon is that wake-up alignment is only applicable to active
activities; thus, the energy reduction will reach a limitation when
the energy consumed by passive activities eventually dominates the
total energy consumption. This also explains why the reduction is
relatively small (up to 13%) under the 3G network, as shown in
Figure 8(b). Note that the results under the 3G network are relatively
instable because passive activities are generated irregularly from
the external environment and involve many mobile devices inthe
network. In general, the experiment results are consistentwith our
previous observations that active and passive activities dominate the
unperceived activities under Wi-Fi and 3G networks, respectively.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented the first detailed exploration of unperceived
activities in mobile systems. This exploration unveil how unperceived
activities drain energy bit by bit in a silent manner. We classify
such activities roughly into two categories, active and passive, each
of which is further classified into four types according to their
functionalities. Moreover, we analyze their behavior in different
networks, and find that active activities usually dominate under a Wi-
Fi network while passive activities could increase dramatically under
a 3G network. Based on the findings, we implement an exemplary
remedy to reduce the energy stolen by active activities in Android.
The results show that even a simple remedy can reduce energy
dissipation by up to 35% and 13% under the Wi-Fi and 3G networks,
respectively. We hope our exploration brings a new angle to this
extensively-studied topic and provides useful insights that will inspire
more elegant and energy-efficient designs for mobile systems.
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